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Introduction

Thousands of  knots have been discovered over the years, and people who t ie knots for work
or recreat ion have favorite knots which they use frequent ly (e.g. sailors, rock climbers,
f ishermen, weavers, farmers, search-and-rescue workers, etc.).

But what about the "average person" who doesn't  t ie knots very of ten? On the rare occasions
when we need to t ie something safely and securely, how do we know which knot to use?

The purpose of  this website is to examine dozens of  rope knots and gather together some
opinions on these knots f rom people who study knots in depth.

In these pages you should be able to f ind some knots which you feel are "the most useful rope
knots," and I'll describe the reasons for my own choices of  "the most useful rope knots." In
addit ion, I've provided links to a number of  websites where you might f ind other useful knots.
Your preferences might not be the same as mine, and in fact  I f ind that my preferences have
changed over the years.

For the average person who doesn't  t ie knots very of ten, it 's helpful to learn just  a few knots
which are easy to remember and easy to t ie, yet  are secure and safe for a wide variety of
purposes. By learning a few good knots and pract icing them now and then, you'll be well
prepared for those t imes when you need to t ie knots in rope or string.

 

Background Information

Every rope has a "breaking strength," which means that if  we place enough of  a strain on a rope
then it  will eventually break. The Safe Working Load of  a rope is generally considered to be one-
f if th of  the rope's breaking strength, according to BoatSafe.com.

Knots tend to lower the strength of  a rope. At my local hardware store, most of  the ropes have
a Safe Working Load of  300 pounds or less. If  a rope has a Safe Working Load of  300 pounds,
then we might assume that the rope should be safe for lif t ing an injured 200-pound man to
safety (for example). But if  we t ie a knot in the rope, and if  the strength of  that  knot is rated at
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60%, then the Safe Working Load of  our rope has been reduced to 180 pounds (60% of 300
pounds). The injured 200-pound man is now beyond the Safe Working Load of  our rope
because of  the knot that  we t ied.

Modern ropes sometimes have a breaking strength of  several thousand pounds when they're
new, but what about the rope that 's been sit t ing around in your garage forever? How much of  a
load is your rope capable of  holding now? Do you know how to t ie secure knots that won't  slip
loose and won't  cause your rope to break under a strain?

Because of  these issues, the best type of  knot is one which reduces the breaking strength of  a
rope as lit t le as possible, and is easy to remember how to t ie properly, and is secure enough not
to come loose. In addit ion, somet imes it 's good for a knot to be easy to unt ie af ter being under
a heavy strain.

Keep in mind that a knot might be secure in one type of  rope, but it  might easily shake loose in
another type of  rope. Be sure to test  your favorite knots thoroughly.

 

Knot Strength Ratings

It 's surprisingly dif f icult  to f ind solid research on the strengths of  various knots. For some
discussions of  knot strength rat ings, here are several topics at  the forum of the Internat ional
Guild of  Knot Tyers:

Knot breaking strengths and theories - again
Art icle on knot strength
Knot Test ing

Dif ferent people have dif ferent opinions and preferences, but certain knots tend to emerge as
being commonly t rusted in life-or-death situat ions such as rock climbing or rescue operat ions. If
such knots are secure and trusted when lives are at  stake, then it 's reasonable that they're likely
to be secure and trustworthy for the everyday purposes of  the average person.

 

Basic Terminology

In the knott ing world there are a number of  confusing or ambiguous or poorly-chosen terms,
and this problem has been discussed several t imes on the forum of The Internat ional Guild of
Knot Tyers. For example, see Knott ing Nomenclature and The Lexicon of  Knotology.

Derek Smith and I at tempted to address this problem by working on a new and cleaner
terminology at  the Nodeology wiki, but  the t radit ional terminology is deeply entrenched and isn't
likely to change.

Here are some def init ions using the tradit ional terminology:

When a rope circles around and then crosses over or under itself , this is of ten referred to as a
"loop":
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The "working end" is the end of  the rope which is manipulated the most while tying a knot (i.e.
the end of  the rope which is visible in all of  these pictures).

The "standing part " is the main part  of  the rope (i.e. the part  of  the rope which extends beyond
the top of  all of  these pictures).

A "bight " is essent ially an open loop:

After you t ie a knot, it 's important to "dress" the knot properly. This involves making sure that
all parts of  the knot are in the right  place and that the rope doesn't  cross over itself
unnecessarily. Each t ime a sect ion of  rope is sharply bent over something (such as another part
of  the rope), this can stress and tear some rope f ibers. This is why it 's important to dress the
knot properly, because otherwise you're weakening the rope without realizing it . In the pictures
below, the one on the lef t  shows an improperly-dressed knot, and the one on the right  shows
the same knot which is properly dressed:

Improperly
dressed

Properly
dressed

In addit ion, a knot should be "set " by being t ightened before it 's used. Otherwise the knot might
become unstable or fall apart , which can potent ially be disastrous.

Knowing the best knot to use, and properly tying it , and properly dressing it , and properly set t ing
it  can save someone's life or protect  your possessions from damage.
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References and Links

In this series of  art icles I've mainly quoted from two recognized authorit ies on knots:

1. Clif ford Ashley, whose book, The Ashley Book of  Knots, contains 3,900 dif ferent knots
and 7,000 illustrat ions, and has been called the def init ive reference work on knots and
"the knot enthusiasts' bible."

2. Geoffrey Budworth, who is one of  the co-founders of  the Internat ional Guild of  Knot
Tyers (see the link below) and who was responsible for updat ing and revising The Ashley
Book of Knots by Clif ford Ashley.

Here are several websites which provide a lot  of  informat ion about knots:

The A-Z of  Knots
Andy's Most Useful Knots
Andy's World of  Knots
Animated Knots by Grog
The Ashley Book of  Knots (online and searchable, although not every page is available)
Complete Guide to Knots
Fif ty Basic Knots
Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers
Knots on the Web
Knot-Tying Notat ion, developed by me
Knot-Tying Notat ion, developed by Peter Suber
Notable Knot Index
Ropers Knots Page
Six Exploding Knots

Here are some computer programs for drawing knots:

KnotTyer3D is a f ree program which draws three-dimensional knots and allows you to
drag the knots to view them from any angle.

KnotMaker is a f ree program (writ ten by Derek Smith and me) which makes it  quick and
easy to draw two-dimensional diagrams of  knots. It  also allows you to view your
KnotMaker diagrams in KnotTyer3D (above).

If  you have any quest ions about knots, I would recommend that you visit  the online forum of
the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers. There are knowledgeable people on that forum who will
probably be able to answer your quest ions.

 

Site Map

Here are all of  the art icles in this series:

Home (this page)
Knots Index
Single-Loop Knots
Multi-Loop Knots
Hitches
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Bends
Miscellaneous Knots
Decorative Knots

 

Consider visit ing my other websites! 

You'll f ind:

A Christ ian ministry with dozens of  art icles, and answers to many quest ions that I have
received over the years (please feel f ree to send me your quest ions and prayer requests).

A collect ion of  some of the best self -working card t ricks around (no sleight-of-hand
required!).

Lots of  amazing/funny/fascinat ing/interest ing videos from around the Web which are clean
and family-f riendly.

Reviews of  numerous fun and educat ional (and free!) computer games that you can
download.

A huge collect ion of  cool science tricks and other fun stuf f  to t ry using things around the
house.

And more!

For a complete list , go to ht tp://www.Layhands.com/DavesWebsites.htm.
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Modification History 
12/15/2010: Added a link to an online searchable version of  Ashley's Book of  Knots.
11/15/2010: Shortened the art icle. Modif ied the "Introduct ion" sect ion. Added some more

terminology in the "Basic Terminology" sect ion.
03/03/2010: Added a link to the new Nodeology wiki (created by Derek Smith). Added several

more links to knott ing websites.
07/18/2009: Added links to KnotTyer3D and KnotMaker.
07/30/2007: Removed a table of  knot strengths (which I had found by searching the Web) due

to dead links and poor/misleading data. Added links to several discussions of  knot
strength rat ings at  the forum of the Internat ional Guild of  Knot Tyers.

05/04/2004: Added a new page called "Decorat ive Knots." Added pictures of  a "loop" and a
"bight" in the "Terminology" sect ion. Added a link to some interest ing "exploding"
knots in the "References and Links" sect ion.

12/10/2002: New art icle.

Dave Root

Send e-mail to: dave@Layhands.com
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